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Life Prediction and Monitoring of
Nuclear Power Plant Components
for Service-Related Degradation
This paper describes industry programs to manage structural degradation and to justify
continued operation of nuclear components when une.vpecied degradation has been en-

countered due to design materials and/or operationali problems. Other issues have been
related to operationt of contpoilents beyond their original design life in cases w-here there
is no evidence of fatigue crack initiation or other forms of structural degi-adrion. 1.)a

from "plant operating experience have been applied in combination with inservice inspec-
tions and degradation inanagement programs to ensure that the degradation ntechanismiv
do nor adversely inpact plant safety. Probabilistic fracture mechanics calculations are
presented to demonstrate how coatpoanent .failure probabilities "itn be moantged through
augmented inservice inspect ion progranms. [DOI: 10. I 15/1. 13442371
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Introduction

lEvaluations of nuclear power plant safety have assumed that
passive components such as pressure vessels and piping systems
have very low failure probabilities. such that failures of these

ass- *components make only negligible contributions to plant risk (e.g..

core damage frequency). In the U.S. and other countries the de-
•s- sign, fabricatioa, inspection, and miaintentantce of piping and ves-

sels have followed the conservative engineering practices speci-
i**:.fied by the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)

Boiler and Pressure Vessel Codes. The relatively small number of
iiignificant failures that have occurred during operating experience

,-4 demonstrated the soundness of the ASME code procedures.

ticipated during design, and have resulted in actual structural fail-
ures and early replacements and repairs to components.

This paper describes efforts in the nuclear industry to justify
continued operation, with particular attention to components that
have exhibited degradation or which may exceed original limits
based ott predicted design lives. Two technical bases ftr contin-
ued operation are presented. The first approach makes use of
knowledge gained from plant operating experience to identify and
mtanage degradation mechanisms. These mechanisms may not
have been anticipated during the design of the plant. but given

'their actual occurrence have the potential to cause failures by
small leaks, large leaks, or rupture,%. The second approach ad-
dresses failure taechanisits, such as fatigue due to anticipated
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: 'ever. tsnay plants will be approaching their design lives (e.g., plant operating transientS, whtch design catculattons sow, toe po-
.4;0 yr), with the expectation that continued operation beyond the tential for Occurrence, but for which plant operating experience f are

oinginal design period will need to be justified. Therefore, the h)as not yet shown any evidence of actual occurrence. Probabilistic dsi

,assutnption of continued high levels of structural reliability re- fracture mechanics calctlatiots demonstrate that an augmented (i.e.

quires an extrapolation beyond the current base of operating ex- level of inservice inspection can ensure acceptable failure prob- limi

perientce that tmost be addressed as part of plant life extension abilities for fadgue critical components. Met
efforts.

Whereas the replacement of active components (tmechanical P g- Set
* andt eectrical) is a routine part of plant maintenance, large-scale Manageaent Programs for Service-Related Degrada- ., Se-St

replacementt of vessel and piping components is not ecotnomi- oti. tual

calJy fcasible. The challenge is to make realistic life predictions. Studies by Bush [1 ,2]., lamali [31. Thomas (4]. and Wright et al. Failt

cnd to establish a high level of confidence in these predictionss. A [51 have shown that piping failures are generally due to opera- tlot

ýdcsired objective is to ensure that passive components continue to tional conditions, materials selection, and design features that

make only negligible contributions to plant risk relative to less were not adequately addressed or perhaps not addressed at all in

easily managed contributions to risk such as failures of active the design of plant systems. On the other hand, those mechanisms

coniponients artd operator errors, qucll as mechanical fatigue due to anticipated operational trati-
Fatigue damage was originally identified as the life-limiting sients. which have been considered as part of the plant design.

* degradation mechanism for many pressure vi-ssel and pipins com- have been addressed in a very effective manner and are seklom (if

pom n ents durtting the desigit of'nuclear power plants. With an aging ever) the cause of service related failures.

p optulaon of operating plants, certait structural locations may Given the large number of potential service-related degradation 7

exteed their origitial design lives based on calculated values of . mechanisms. the nuclear industry has adopted monitoring and

fatigue usage factors, although there has been to evidence of deg- managing practices, rather than life prediction and retirement

Idtion as the predicted fatigue lives have been approached or practices, to ensure safe and reliable systems. The strategy in-

exceeded. On the other hand, various degradation mechanisms, volves the following steps:

such. as thermal fatigue, environmentally assisted fatigue, stress * a reporting system to ensure that the industry cat respond to

corrosion cracking. and flow-accelerated con'asion, were not all- adverse operating experience (detecting of cracking or leakage). 4

" before unaniticipated degradation mechanisms impact a large nutn-
'Pacific Northwest National Laboratory is operated tior th U.S. Depiantent of ber of plalts antd/or result in safety significant structural failures:

Fs ergy by Baltteti Memorial institute uander Cotinact DE-AC06-76Rt.0 1830. * augmented inservice inspectiotts that are targeted to specific
5 ,-trinted by" the Pressure Vessels anti Piping Division for pubtication in the systems. taterials, andor operating conditiots to etture detection i

sa tL OF PIRSSURI! VESS11. I'sCt)MOLOGY. Manauseript received by the PVP

.,nn J"nuary 2t0(A re-istd mnanvcript received Octob•r 23. 2000. Editor: S. Y. of early stages (small cracks or minimal wall thinning) of degra-

7 : " • dation mechanisms:. Fig. 1
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- changes to plant operating conditions (e.g.. improved water
chemistries) to decrease degradation rates to negligible levels:

- replacement of inadequate piping and vessel components
with improved materials and/or design practices.

OTH
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WAIL-011.i Some industry programs have been effective in responding to
both anticipated and unanticipated degradation mechanisms. On-
going efforts by the nuclear power industry to address service-
related problems are described in the forthcoming.

ASME Section XI Inservice Inspection

Formal integrity management programs were first established
for nuclear power plants in the early 1970s. Until that time, litn-
ted attention was given to the needs of inservice inspections (ISI)

in early nuclear power plant designs. It was generally believed
that system radioactivity would render periodic inspections im-
practical. Since the nuclear plant systems were being designed and
constructed to higher quality standards than those applied to fossil
plants, IS[ was assunted to be unnecessary. However. by the late
1960s. the number of service induced defects requiring the repair
of' nuclear system components increased. This prompted a coop-
erative effort between the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission
(AEC) and industry to develop inspection program standards tin-
der the oversight of the American National Standards Institute
(ANSI) and the American Society of Mechanical Engineers
(ASME). .By 1970, the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code.
Section XI "Inservice Inspection of Nuclear Reactor Coolant Sys-
tems" was published.

Over 50( percent of the inspection categories pertained to welds.
The inspection locations were primarily selected based on factors
such as: component design stresses, estimated fatigue usage, dis-
similar metal welds, and irradiation effects.

Originally, service-induced flaws were assumed to occur from
random causes, at random locations, and at random times. There-
fore, the Section XI inspection program relied upon a representa-
tive sampling of weld' locations and randomized the timing of
inspections as much as possible. The examination procedures and
flaw acceptance standards assumed that the principle cause of fail-
ure would be dute to fatigte stress cycles created by anticipated
design cyclic loads (i.e., thermal fatigue). For Class 3 systems
(i.e., service water systems) Section XI program requirements are

• limited to periodic leak and hydrostatic pressure testing-no volu-
• i metric or surface examinatiors are required.

• . Service Experience Insights
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Fig. 2 Service failures In small-bore piping (<2 in. NPS)

crated corrosion, thermal stratification, etc.) not anticipated in the
original design. Depending on the degradation mechanism
present, failures are not necessarily limited to weld locations.

The Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate (SKI) compiled a da-
tabase on reported piping failure events (leaks, breaks, and rup-
tures) in U.S. commercial nuclear power plants [8). This database
includes a total of 151 t piping and piping component failures on
various safety and balance-of-plant (BOP) systems that have been
reported to U.S. regulatory bodies from December 1961 through
October 1995. encompassing 2068 reactor operating years. Figure
I shows the distribution of all piping failures according to
following causes:

* corrosion fatigue--CF
- thermal fatigue.--TF
* stress corrosion cracking-SCC
* corrosion attack-COR

e erosion and cavitationt-E-C
* flow-accelerated corrosion (i.e., erosion corrosion)-.-/C
* high-cycle vibration fatigue--VF
- water hansnmcr-'l-WH

Service experience (6,7] has shown no correlation between ac-
tual failure probability and design stresses in the Design Report.
Failures (cracks, leaks, and breaks) typically result friom degrada-
tion mechanisms anti loading conditions (i.e.. IGSCC. flow accel-
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Fig. 1 Piping failure events in U.S. nuclear plants (1961-1996)
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Fig. 4 Service failures by system groups

* design and COnstructjion errors-,D&C,

* other-.-OTH

The data of Fig. I shows that only 3 percent of all the reported

service-induced piping failures were caused by thermal fatigue.•
This suggests that in their present form tile ASME Section XI IS1
program requirements are relatively ineffectual with regard to re-

ducing overall piping failure probabilities. Approximately "2 per-
cent of all reported fiailures were due to degradation mechanisms

not addressed by ASME Section XI. For approximately 25 percent
of all the reported events, piping failure resulted from failure
mechanisms that were not associated with a particular damage
mechanism. These include pipe failares caused by transient load-
ing conditions and other factors such as construction errors, water

Table 1 Service failure data system grouping

hammer, ovcrpr~sure, and frozeri pipes. In these cases traditional

inlspetion progranms rnay be ineffective in preventing or reducing

tie piping failurc probability.
FigMies 2 and 3 compare service failures in small bore (<2 in.

NPS) and larger bore (>2 in. NPS) piping. Approxinmately three-

quaTers of the reported service failures in small-bore piping Were

caused by either high.-cycle vibration fatigue (VF). flow-

accelerated corrosion (FA6). or design and construction errors

(MC). Almost half (45 percent) of the small-bore pipe failures

were due to vibration fatigue. The majority of these failures oc-

curted at socket-welded connections it poorly supported or canti-

levered vent and drain lines <1 in. NPS.

Over 50 percent of the reported large bore piping service fail-

ures were caused by stress corrosion cracking (SCC), VF, and

FAC. SCC and FAC accounted for 42 percent, and VF accounted

ftr 12 percent of the reported failures. Sixteen percent of the

small-bore failures were caused by D&C compared to 10 percent

for large-bore piping. This appears to reflect field welding and

fabrication difficulties associated with smaller-diameter piping.

Figure 4 shows the number of service failures reported in sev-

eral plant system groups. Each system group is described in Table

1. System group service experience for Combustion Engineering

PWRs, frar Westinghouse PWRs, and for ALL plants is shown.

Over hall of the reported service failures in Combustion Engineer-

ing and Westinghouse PWRs occurred in reactor auxiliary sys-

terns (cOtssponent cooling water, chemical volume and control,

spent fuel pool cooling, radwaste, etc.) and auxiliary cooling sys-

tems (service Water, salt water cooling, main circulating water,

etc.).

Augmented Inspection Programs

For some of the more significant causes of piping failures, aug-

mented inspection programs have been implemented. These pro-

grains, many of which have been mandated by the NRC, are de-

signed to address conmponent integrity relative to the impacts

associated with a specific damage mechanism.

lntergranular Stress Corrosion Cracking. Stress-corrosion

cracking (SCC) refers to cracking caused by the simultaneous

presence of tensile stress and a corrosive medium. The important

variables affecting SCC are temperature, water chemistry. metal

composition, stress, and metal microstructure, Both intergraiular

(cracking proceeds along the material grain boundary) and trans-

granular (crack growth is nor affected by the presence of grain

boundaries) cracking have been observed. Intergranular stress cor-

rosion cracking (IGSCC) results from a combination of sensitized

materials (caused by a depletion of chromium in regions adjacent

to the grain boundaries in weld heat-effected Zones), high stress

(residual welding stresses), and a coiTosive environment (high

level of oxygen or other contaminants).
IGSCC is encountered most frequently in austenitic stainless

steels that become sensitized through the welding process and are

subjected to BWR operating environments. The susceptible areas

extend into the base material a few millimeters beyond either side

of the weld-the weld "'heat-affected zone." Welds in materials

considered to be resistant to sensitization frout welding are not

susceptible to degradation from IGSCC.
A discussion of the IGSCC problems in BWR nuclear plants

and the associated augmented program requirements can be found

in Generic Letter 88-01 [9] and in NUREG 0313 [101. The indus-

try was required to establish programs that included the following:

* implement piping replacements or other measures to mitigate

IGSCC;
* augment the existing Section XI ISI program to incorporate

an inspection scope and frequency consistent with the extent

of mitigation actions implemented;
improve leak detection and monitoring programs;

* implement programs to improve NDE inspector performance

in the detection and characterization of 1GSCC damage.
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GROUP SYSTEM GROUP

DESIGNATOR DESCRIPTION

RCS Reactor Coolant System

SIR Safety Injection and

Recirculation System

REPRESENTATIVE

SYSTEM NAMES

Pressurizer, Reactor

Coolant System

High and Low Pressure

Safety Injection, Residual

Heat Removal, Shut Down

Cooling, Accumulator or

other passive injection

systems

CS Containment Spray System Containment Spray System

RAS Reactor Auxiliary Systems

AUXC Auxiliary Cooling Systems

FWC Feedwater and Condensate

Systems

Component Cooling Water.
Chemical Volume and

Control, Spent Fuel Pool

Cooling. Radwaste (no salt

or dirty water systerrms)

Service Water, Salt Water

Cooling, Main Circulating

Water, and other dirty water

systems

Main Feedwater System.

Auxiliary Feedwater

System. Condensate

System

Maint and Auxiliary Steam

Systems

Fire Protection System

ST Main and Auxiliary Steam

Systems

Fire Protection Systems

0.
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Fig. 5 BWR SCC failures per plant year

Figure 5 shows that since the implementation of these program
requiremnents, the frequency of fGSCC caused piping failures,
which might otherxvise have increased, has instead been signifi-
cantly reduced.

Flow-Accelerated Corrosion. Flow-accelerated corrosion
(FAC) is a complex phenomenon that exhibits attributes of ero-
sion and corrosion in combination. Factors that influence whether
FAC is an issue are velocity, dissolved oxygen. pli. moisture
contentt of steam, and material chromium content. Carbon steel

* piping with chromium content greater than I percent and austen-
itic steel piping is not susceptible to degradation from FAC.

At the end of 1996, industry initiated efforts to develop a pro-
gram to address erosion-corrosion. These initial efforts were di-

rected at single-phase systems. Initial inspections were completed
on.all single-phase systems by 1989. Erosion-corrosion programs
were in place on both single and two-phase by 1990 [.1 I]. Since
that time, service experience (Fig. 6) suggests that the number of
failures due to erosion-corrosion has been reduced.

EPRI report NSAC/202L [12. provides general guidelines for
the identification and inspection of components subject to FAC
degradation.

Corrosion Attack in Service Water Syslems. Uttiform cor-
rosion attack in seryice water piping, nticrobiologically induced
corrosion (MIC), crevice corrosion, and pitting were typical
causes of failure events of pipe components grouped in this cat-
egory. Of these, MIC is the predominant corrosion mechanism in
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Fig. 6 Erosion-corrosion failures per plant year .1,
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ntese systems. In MiC. microbes, primarily bacteria, cuse wide-
spread tlamrae to low-alloy and carbon steels. Similar damage has
also been found at weld.,s and heat-alfected zones flo austeniic
:sainless steels. Piping comirponents with fluids containing organ i"

,• ... ier-il or with organic material deposits are most susceptible to
'lThe most vulnerable components are raw water systems,

-.,rage ranks, and transport systems. Systems with low to inter-
n"itterl flow cotlditiots. l.elrperarures between 20-_120F arid pl-I
below 10, are primrary candidaies.

In responsc to NRC Generic Letter 89-13, industry was in-
s tructed to impk!rtent a comprehensive prograto to address corro-
sion in service water systems. Prior to this, the service water in-
tegrity programs relied on the Section XI periodic leak arid
hydrostatic pressure test reqtuirements. Under the Section XI pro-
g-ran, the service water systemn integrity management approach

'was "reactive" in nature: that is, corrective action was taken
vhen damage was sufficient to result in visible leakage. The Ge-

as a result of a problem resolution- Between 1976 and 1982.
significant amount of vibration fatigue related failures (Fig.
fostered inrcreased attention to this problem by code and regul
tory bodies. The NRC incorporated requirements to perform
bration reslin.g as part of nuclear power plant initial tisting 1pr
graruis [16]. and by 1982 the ASME prblished an operating ai
mainltenance standard [19] which spe6'ified requirements for pr
operational aid initial start-up vibration testing in nuclear pow
plants.

Risk-Based Insservice Inspection. Service experience and I,
augmented inspection programs have demonstrated a need on SU
tion Xl's part to move in new directions antd shift its etnphas
away from simple inservice "inspection'" rules to establishin
effective integrity management prograris for nuclear plant
Ideally, these new programs shorild include the followit
characteristics:

hc
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neric Letter 89-13 augmented programs require plants to take a I Future programs need to be based oni an understanding of
more "proactive" approach to the problem. For example, many failure mechanrisms and focus attention on the locations in the
programs implemented improved chemistry control to mitigate the plant system most likely to be affected by these mechatisms. This
establishment of MIC sites, volumetric inspections (LJTRT ex- will allow plants to identify problems in a proactive manner, so
anrinations), and component condition monitoring and trending, that corrective actions can be planned and implemented before

EPRI reports TR.-103403 [13]. NP-5580 [14], and NP-6815 failures occur.
[1-5] provide additional infornation regarding MIC degradation. 2 Monitoring arid inspection methods need to be designed spe-

High-Cycle Mechanical Vibration Fatigue. More arid nore cifically for the degradation mrnechanism of concern. This has been

uatention has recently been paid by operating plants to prevent

unexpected piping failures due to high-cyde vibration fatigue. 3 The integrity management program should be designed to

fSnill bore pipe (<I in NPS) socket-welded vent and drn t• • ensure reliable componert operation. For example, inspection fic-i.•..Smal,-l aduse to enur that th falr . ,)S robtan anct- -. .
n•ectrons in the inu-rediate proximity of vibration sources tend to queneies may need to be adjtsted to ensure that the failure prb-

--- ie tiost susceptible to his failure mechanism [16- 18]. Unlike the Jability of the component is maintained at art acceptable level.

previously discussed mechanismns, vibration fatigue does nor lend |ASMIE Section XI hopes to accomplish these objectives moving

ielf to periodic inservice examinations (i.e.. volumetric, surface. in the direction of risk-informed inservice inspection (RIISI).

ic ) as a means of mranagiing this degradation mechanism. The As a first step. ASME Section Xl has recently developed pilot
1i. trure of this mechanism is such that. generally, almost the entire code cases that allow for the use of alternative RIISI rules for

r fatigue life of the component is expended during the initiation piping. These code cases grew out of work sponsored by ASME
, Once ai crack initiates, failure quickly follows. Therefore, research [20] arid EPRI [21]. The three code cases irplerenting

,,bsence of any detectable crack may riot assure reliable corn- this technology have been incorporated into ASME Section XI
pomnent perqormance. In addition, for mary of these components, Code Cases N-560, N-577, and N-578. These initial efforts fo-
the plant conditions when vibration levels are unacceptable may cused primarrly on the identification of inspection locations and
be very diflicult to predict and limited to short time periods of tre implementation of appropriate inspection r Iethds. Industry

toIrIuque plant/system configurrations. This would explain why we pilot applications [22,23] have been completed for each code case.
cotritinue to observe cases where vibration fatigue failtres occur Each application has been reviewed arrd approved by the NRC for
late in the plant's operating life [8]. Therefore, the fact that a consistency with NRC guidelines [241]
vibration failurc has not occurred within the first few years of
plt.nat operation may not preclude future failures. Pr1hbabilistic-Based Inspection Strategies

Figure 7 shows the number of pipe failure events per reactor
plant-year reported to NRC as being caused by high-cycle vibra- Thus far success of the initial RIISI studies has been measured

t•,t fatigue. Prior to 1976 piping vibration fatigue was addressed in terms of estimated reductions in nuclear power intdustry and
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regulatIory burUden. anlt c tpate~ |11an-1re11 ex7posuret reductlionsI| and.calculated itmprovetments in reactor safety. These improvements in
safety have assumed that the selected inspection locations are ex-
atnined using reliable NDE methods at appropriate frequencies in
order to achieve a reduction in failure probabilities. In the long
run, ultimate success will be seen in a reduction in the occurrence
of piping leaks in these systems. Therefore, future inspection
strategies will need to manage component failure frequencies.

In this section we show flow a probabilistic approach cart be
applied to determine inspection frequencies that account for dem-.
onstrated NDE performance and ensitre reliable piping perfor-
mrance is maintained throughout the component's original or ex-
tended operating life. In the example described in the forth-
coming, we assume that the weld location is subject to thermal
fatigue. 'Tire inspection freqnency necessary to maintain tire cons-
ponent's failure probability at or below that associated with the
fatigue limit specified in the original construction ASME Section
Ill design code (e.g., cumulative usage factor (CUF) must be less
than unity) is then determined.

Probabilistic Approach. Probabilistic fracture mechanics
calculations are presented to demonstrate that an augmented level

Transactions of the ASME Si Journal
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of inservice inspection can ensure that failure rates of fatigue criti-'
,cal conmponents shotld not increase as operation is continued be-
yond usage factors pertitted by the design code. Uncertainties in
flaw growth rates and in flaw detection were addressed by appli-
cation of the probabilistic fracture mechanics code pc-PRAIS
[25]. Suitable inspection frequencies were established for a give
flaw detection capability (probability of' detection or POD curve
by adopting a goal for art acceptable piping failure probabilit,
(i.e.. probability of through-wall crack per weld per year). Con-
tinued operation for calculated CUFs exceeding unity was taken
to be acceptable only if additional inspections are performed.
These inspections are required to maintain calculated tfilure rales
at levels less than (or equal to) calculated failure rates before the
usage factors became unity.

Prolbailistic Calculations. The example considers a stain-
less steel pipe (29-in. outside diameter by 2.5-in. wvall) which is
loaded at 5000 cycles per year to give a CUF= 1.0 after 2(1 yr of
operation given a weld rtsnt stress concentration factor of 3.0. This
corresponds to a nominal alternating stress of 27.3 ksi and a peak
alternating stress, at the weld root. of 81.9 ksi.

The pc-PRAISE model assumed serti-elliptical surface flaws
with aspect ratios of 12 and 20, and a Paris law for fatigue crack
growth having a mean rate corresponding to constants of C

9.14E- 12 and Ii = el. A simplilied treatment of flaw initiation
was assumed. At time=0.0, very small inner surface cracks were

* assumned to be present, with depths uniformly distributed between
0.005.0.01fl in.

The ahernative inspection frequencies were limited to the case
of tno inspections and inspections every 2 or 4 yr, with the inspec-
tiot program being introduced after 20 yr of operation. The reli-
ability for the ultrasonic NDE was described by the error function-
type curves used by the pc-PRAISE code to describe flaw
detection. Two botnding curves were assumed for purposes of the
demonstration calculations. The less effective NDE assumed a
threshold detection capability (50 percent POD) for a 0.10-t flaw
(n - = 0.25 in.), whereas the more effective NDE had a 50-percent
POD for a 0.05-t flaw (.025-in.). It each case, the POD Curve

provided significantly better detection capabilities for flaws of
greater depths. such that flaw depths 0.25 and 0.50 in., respec-
tively. or about twice the threshold size, could be detected with a
probability of better than 90 percent.

Figure 8 shows the predicted cumulative probability of leak

(through-wall crack) as a finction of the operating time (0 to 40
yr). At 20 yr (when the calculated CUF becomes 1.0). the cumu-
lative leak probability is about 1.0E-02. or one chance in 100 that
the wld would fail. If no inspections are performed, the cumula-
tive failure probability curve continues to rise and with an increas-
ing failure rate. All of t(le alternative inspection scenarios (com-
binations of POD and inspection frequency) reduce the calculated
failure probabilities. but some scenarios reduce the failure prob-
ability much more than others. The most effective inspection.-.
(W* 0.125 in.) reduces the failure rate by about an order of mag
nitude compared to the alternative of no inspection. hIn this case
the failure rates during the second 20 yr of operatiou are actually
substantially lower than the corresponding rates during the first 20
yr of operation. Some of the other less rigorous inspections of Fig.
8 are also sufficiently effective to maintain the calculated failure
rates at or below the rate that exists at the time (20 yr) when the
CIJF attains the limiting value of unity. For example, an Appendix
L inspection with a 4-yr frequency and o" =0.125 in. would meet
the probabilistic criteria as well as the alternative of a 2-yr Ire-
quency with wta= 0.25 in. Therefore, in this extreme case where
thermal fatigue loading is significantly high, a 2--4-yr inspection
frequeucy will maintain the component's reliability at design basis
levels.

Conclusions

The nucleiar power industry has successfully implemented pro-
grams to manage degradation of pressure boundary components.
These programs have focused on unexpected degradation rtecha-
nisms that have impacted plant operations well before the end of
the expected plant design life. Programs have also been imple-
rnented to address potential mechanisms such as fatigtte cracking
that were identified as life limiting as part of the plant design
basis. Monitoring of components itt accordance with plant inser-
vice inspections programs can ensure that the reliability of piping
systems is maintained throughout the remaining design life. and
address issues related to plant life extension beyond the original
40 yr of the original design.

Inspections at appropriate frequencies with reliable NDE mneth-
ods can manage the potential degradation mechanisms, an"'-
thereby justify continued operation even when calculated design.
limits may be exceeded. It is even possible with an aggressive
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inspection prograrm to decrease failure frequencies during the liter
periods 0o plant life to the same levels that existed relatively early
ill life.

By applying probabilistic methods, future inspection strategies
cannol only be consistent with the service conditions and the dem-
onstrated perfarrmance levels of the NDE method., but will ensure
that the reliability of the piping is maintained over periods of
continued operation. insapection strategies, designedl in this lash-
ion, will be a powerful addition to current risk-based ISI
models.
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